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                 THREE TESTIMONIALS THAT WE RECEIVED  RECENTLY 

 

 One of our dealers in Canada got a letter from Mr. Wilson Paterson from the Royal Ashburn Golf 
Club. He wrote how happy he, his team and the players are with the MAREDO GT 410 Vibe Spike 

Seeders after a horrendous winter. The result and recovery was unbelievable.   

Above on the left a copy of the letter and on the right the result just short after they used the  
MAREDO GT 410. 

The GT 410 is a very popular overseeder as it is a quick, efficient and clean way of overseeding. The vibrating 
spikes create a correct hole and plant the seed at the same time. 

 

 Another testimonial came from New Zealand. 

Ingrid van Steenbergen contacted me 2 years ago, after she saw our ad just before the golf show in 
Melbourne. She wasn’t able to come, but she was convinced that she needed these heads. Just 6 
months ago she was able to buy a set, which she used 4 x since. We never met . Nevertheless, she 

wrote me the following email about 4 weeks ago: 

Hi there Marinus,just thought I would let you know I am very happy with the coring reels,we have used 
them at least 4 times and I can see they will be of great benifit to us. They are generating a lot of interest in 
our area and hopefully Brent Baber will be able to sell a few more for you.Many thanks Ingrid van Steenber-
gen,Napier Golf Club NZ  

The GT 230 Core Dethatcher has become very popular this year, as people see the great advantages of the 
quick, clean and true-cut dethatacher. The turf heals much quicker and players don’t complain anymore. 

 

 The last testimonial is a quick note from one of my South Afican salesman, who has a customer, that 
already bought and uses the Maredo GT 230 Core Dethatcher. Recently he bought a set of GT 300 

Vibe Smoother. And this is what he claims: 
Feedback from Hardus at Ebotse Country Club. “The Smoother is the best machine I ever bought”.  

The GT 300 Vibe Smoother is a smoother that smoothens and increases your greenspeed in a more natural 
way. It doesn’t roll (which has the tendency to push things forward), but pushes vertically down, like  would 

do with your foot. 
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